
Why Participate?

INCREASED SECURITY

Security cameras can increase safety and reduce the risk of theft and vandalism for your business. Public safety 
initiatives in other cities have helped deter crime at participating businesses. Together, we can keep crime at bay in your 
neighborhood, with the addition of HD security cameras that are directly connected to the police department.

REDUCED RESPONSE TIMES

Help reduce incident response times as our officers may be aware of an incident prior to a call being placed. Because our 
security team will have access to your select live video feeds, this can help us quickly respond to reports or complaints and 
be better prepared for each situation we face. 

SMOOTHER INVESTIGATIONS

Quickly share recorded video with the authorities, rather than having to wait several hours to make a transfer or grant 
access to video. Easy access to your select video can also allow for the quick distribution of a suspect’s image to officers 
close to the scene of a crime, helping the investigation and search.

Public safety and security is everyone’s concern. Help our officers improve response times to 
incidents by joining us in our public safety program. By establishing a partnership between the 
city and the community, local businesses can selectively share video feeds directly with the police. 
Let’s work together to increase safety and combat crime in our neighborhoods. 

 

Contact a program partner to install a 
compatible camera system.

Monitor your video from anywhere, using 
a web client or mobile app.

Provide a direct connection to any 
camera(s) you choose to share, allowing 
officers to monitor video during an 
incident.

How It Works
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Why Choose Stratocast™

HD VIDEO MONITORING

No more grainy or blurry images with legacy 
analog equipment. Stratocast compatible 
HD cameras provide higher resolutions and 
enhanced low-light performance, helping you 
monitor your business with greater detail, at 
an affordable price.

HASSLE-FREE INSTALLATION AND 
MAINTENANCE

Stratocast Certified Partners will help install 
your cameras and provide you with on-site 
assistance to ensure that your security system 
has been optimized for your site. As Stratocast 
is cloud-based, there is no need for IT 
personnel to help maintain and troubleshoot 
servers. Updates are also automatically 
deployed to your system, ensuring that you 
benefit from the latest features. 

ACCESS FROM ANYWHERE

View live and recorded video from your laptop, tablet or smartphone. Monitor multiple 
cameras, zoom-in on points of interest, and playback recorded video to review 
incidents and key events 24/7.  

KEEP VIDEO SAFE

Because recorded video is stored in the cloud, it is safe from hardware defects and 
physical damage and can easily be accessed from anywhere. 
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Learn more at www.stratocast.com  


